Placements

Editor's Note
Our Policy is to give listing of select recent placement announcements.

Director *qual/exp* The candidate should be well known in the area of Finance, Economics, Management or an able Administrator with proven record with experience in Government, Industry or Banking/FI. The candidate should have philanthropic attitude towards education, should be socially responsible nationalist, believe in self regulation, market recognition, and should have highest respect for law *apply* Dr. J.D. Agarwal, Distinguished Professor of Finance and Chairman, Indian Institute of Finance, 45A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, UP 201310, INDIA. Phone: +91-120-2323683; 9999321585; E-mail: jda@iift.edu; Website: www.iift.edu

Assistant/Associate Professors *qual/exp* A Ph.D. or equivalent research/published work with a first or high second class Master's Degree in the relevant area preferably with 10 years/15 years of experience in Teaching / Consultancy / Industry and published research work (10 / 15 papers) in refereed journals. *apply* Prof. Aman Agarwal, Director, Indian Institute of Finance, 45 A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201310, INDIA. Phone: +91-120-2323683; 9999321585; E-mail: jda@iift.edu; Website: www.iift.edu

Assistant/Associate Professors *qual/exp* A Ph.D. or equivalent research/published work with a first or high second class Master's Degree in the relevant area preferably with 10 years/15 years of experience in Teaching / Consultancy / Industry and published research work (10 / 15 papers) in refereed journals. *apply* Prof. Yamini Agarwal, Professor of Finance Director, IIF Business School (IIFBS) [Abdul Kalam Technical University], 45 A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201310, INDIA. Phone: +91-9811971002; E-mail: ya@iifbs.edu; Website: www.iifbs.edu

Assistant/Associate Professors *qual/exp* A Ph.D. or equivalent research/published work with a first or high second class Master's Degree in the relevant area preferably with 10 years/15 years of experience in Teaching / Consultancy / Industry and published research work (10 / 15 papers) in refereed journals. *apply* Prof. Saurabh Agarwal, Principal, IIF College of Commerce and Management Studies [IIFCCMS] [ CCS University, Meerut ], 45 A, Knowledge Park III, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201310, INDIA. Phone: +91-9560512399; E-mail: sa@iif.edu; Website: www.iifccms.edu.in
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Assistant/Associate Professor of Finance *qual/exp* The Candidates should hold a Ph.D. or nearing completion and should exhibit potential for excellence in research and teaching and must have published work in reputed international journals. *apply* The Director of ESSEC Business School, ESSEC Asia-Pacific Campus, 5 Nepal Park, Singapore 139408, SINGAPORE, Phone: +65-68849780, Fax: +65-68849781, Mail: finance@essec.edu and Website: www.essec.edu

Assistant/Associate Full Professor of Finance *qual/exp* The Candidates must be a Ph.D. and established track record of high-quality research with evidence of sustained scholarship and publications in top-tier finance journals. Candidates are expected to mentor junior faculty members in research and should have effective teaching at both the undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Selected candidates are expected to demonstrate potential for high quality research. *apply* The Provost, Administration Building, Singapore Management University, 81 Victoria Street Singapore 188065, SINGAPORE Tel: +65-68280100, Fax: +65-68280101, Email: enquiry@smu.edu.sg, Website: www.smu.edu.sg.

Economist *qual/exp* Candidates must have a Ph.D in economics, finance, or a related discipline and should be able to demonstrate their skills in conducting research through recent research paper(s) or a Ph.D. thesis. While applicants from other fields will also be considered, fields of particular interest to CAFRAL are financial economics, macroeconomics, monetary economics, monetary policy and international finance. Applicants for senior appointments should have published extensively in top-tier refereed journals and have a proven track record. *apply* The Director, Centre for Advanced Financial Research and Learning (CAFRAL), Mezzanine Floor, Main Building, Reserve Bank of India, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Fort, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400001, INDIA. Phone: +91-22-22694585; Fax : +91-22-22694581; E-mail: director.cafral@rbi.org.in; Website: www.cafral.org.in

Professor (Finance) *qual/exp* The candidate pursues highest quality research and has publications in the top finance and/or economics journals. Additional requirements include a Ph.D in Finance or Economics or related disciplines. The ability and willingness to interact with the financial industry, regulators, and national or supra-national governmental agencies is of importance. *apply* Head of the Department of Finance, University of Luxembourg, 162a, avenue de la Faïencerie, Luxembourg 1511, LUXEMBOURG. Phone: +352-46-66445000, Email : ulf.lilienfeld@uni.lu, Website: www.uni.lu

Research Analyst *qual/exp* Candidates should have completed their Ph.D. and demonstrate research potential of international standards. Candidates should have published research papers in top-tier refereed journals and have a proven track record. *apply* The Director, Reserve Bank of India, New Central Office Building, Shahid Bhagat Singh Rd, Fort, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400001, INDIA. Phone: +91-22-22704715. Fax: +91-22-22650058; E-mail: rd_mumbai@rbi.org.in; Website: www.rbi.org.in
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